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Radio meteors

New radio meteor detecting and logging software

Wolfgang Kaufmann 1

A new piece of software “Meteor Logger” for the radio observation of meteors is described. It analyses an
incoming audio stream in the frequency domain to detect a radio meteor signal on the basis of its signature,
instead of applying an amplitude threshold. For that reason the distribution of the three frequencies with the
highest spectral power are considered over the time (3f method). An auto notch algorithm is developed to
prevent the radio meteor signal detection from being jammed by a present interference line. The results of an
exemplary logging session are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Meteor observation by forward scattering of radio waves
off meteor trails is well established. This technique
mostly uses the audio output of an appropriate receiver
(Rendtel & Arlt, 2015). Detecting and logging of the
meteor signals in the audio stream can be done by a
computer with suitable software. Different software so-
lutions exist for this purpose. Gathering hourly count
rates with arbitrary methods may not contribute much
to scientific progress but give an instantaneous result
to the meteor enthusiast. On the other hand recording
raw data (even of the radio frequency by means of a
software defined radio) preserves a lot of information
with little methodical bias. Nowadays storage of large
amounts of data is no longer expensive but this solu-
tion is unattractive to the enthusiast because there is
no prompt feedback. Also, a huge amount of data must
be processed most of which are of no relevance.

Here a new software package Meteor Logger is
described. Its current version is 1.21. It has been devel-
oped by the author with the goal to find a solution to the
aforementioned dilemma. This software detects signals
and records them with a high frequency and temporal
resolution. For this purpose, signal detection relies on
identifying signal signatures in the frequency domain
instead of using an amplitude threshold. A tabular
on-screen output of detected meteor signals gives im-
mediate feedback. For further processing the data are
also written to disc. These data allow studying Doppler
shift of head echoes as well as compiling power profiles.
Hourly count rates can be extracted. Because many
meteor enthusiasts live in populated areas polluted by
man-made noise a measure is implemented to partly
overcome interference. The program is free software
under the GNU General Public License and is based on
Python 3. It can be downloaded from the author’s
website at:
http://www.ars-electromagnetica.de/robs/

download.html.
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2 Material and Methods

All analysis for the development of Meteor Logger
and all testing was performed on radio signals reflected
from the radar beam at 143.050 MHz from GRAVES,
France. The location was Algermissen, Northern Ger-
many (N 52◦15′16, E 009◦58′71). A HB9CV-antenna
was directed to the transmitter location and fed to a
FUNcube Dongle Pro+ (FCDP). The FCDPa is a soft-
ware defined receiver. This means all filtering and de-
modulation is done by software. SDR# was used as
receiving softwareb. For its cooperation with Meteor
Logger it was set to USB, 143.049 MHz receiving fre-
quency, 48 kHz audio output, audio filtering and AGC
switched off. Both programs ran on the same com-
puter (Intel i5, clock speed 2.3 GHz) with Windows 7.
The FCDP has not been frequency calibrated, so the
received audio signals from meteor trails must not be
expected at 1000 Hz exactly. For comparison also the
spectrum analyzer software Spectrum Lab from Wolf-
gang Büscher, DL4YHFc was used with a conditional
action script that performs a threshold-based signal reg-
istrationd.

3 Principle of function

Meteor Logger continuously takes overlapping
chunks of data from the audio stream of the sound-card.
Each chunk includes 2048 samples. Overlap amounts to
75 percent. With a sample rate of 48 kHz this results
in a frequency resolution of 23.4 Hz, a time frame of
43.7 ms and a temporal resolution of 10.7 ms. This
configuration is derived empirically from the study of
high resolution spectra of prerecorded meteor signals
from GRAVES. A Blackmann-Harris window function
is applied to the samples of each chunk. Then a Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) is performed to get the
frequency spectrum of each chunk. Figure 1 gives an ex-
ample of such a time sliced meteor signal. Adjustable
frequency limiters narrow the FFT-spectrum down for
the following analysis.

Meteor Logger pursues the goal not to use an
amplitude threshold for detecting radio signals of me-

ahttp://www.funcubedongle.com/
bhttp://airspy.com/download/
chttp://www.qsl.net/dl4yhf/spectra1.html
dhttp://www.ars-electromagnetica.de/robs/index.html
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Figure 1 – A 3D-Plot of a meteor signal as outcome of a series of subsequent FFTs. The logarithm of spectral power of the
audio signal (arbitrary units) is plotted against time in s and frequency in kHz. As can be seen the meteor signal stands
out as small ridge from surrounding noise. (The software for this analysis was written by the author).

Figure 2 – Image of the diagnostic screen of Meteor Logger. The upper graph shows the distribution of the three
frequencies with the highest power (3f) within the selected bandwidth 0 – 3000 Hz of each FFT. A cw-transmission is used
for demonstration. At the presence of a signal, the random dispersion of the 3f is lost and the 3f agglomerate around the
signals peak frequency. The lower graph shows the result of the detecting algorithm.

teors but act on the detection of signal signatures. The
basic idea is to extract the three frequencies with the
highest power (3f) within the FFT. At the presence of
white noise, these 3f are randomly distributed over the
spectral range of the FFT. The more a signal stands
out from noise the more the 3f concentrate around the
signal’s peak frequency (see Figure 2). So the first step
is to detect such an agglomeration and determine its
peak frequency (pf). This agglomeration also happens
irregularly at the presence of noise, so further criteria
have to be applied to isolate a real signal. Therefore in
an additional step it is checked whether the pf emerge
in subsequent FFTs in a special manner: a pf must not
deviate more than 117 Hz from its predecessor. This
accounts for a maximum Doppler shift of 11 kHz/s for
head echoes. From testing with white noise at a band-

width of 2.5 kHz a series of 5 / 6 FFTs are found to be
suitable, resulting in 1.5 / 0.7 erroneous signal registra-
tions per hour respectively. Thereby one gap is allowed
at random position within each series (indicated by set-
ting the frequency-record to−1). These lengths of series
are implemented as sensitive / robust detection mode.
Hence a meteor signal must be present 40 / 50 ms at
minimum to be registered.

The 3f-method requires a continuous wave transmit-
ter to work properly. An AM transmission may func-
tion because the carrier is much more powerful than the
side-bands are. Meteor Logger should lock on the
carrier. Any multi-frequency transmissions like FM or
the countless digital modes will not operate.

Meteor Logger logs date, local time, peak-
frequency, the power at the peak-frequency and the
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Figure 3 – A screenshot of the GUI of Meteor Logger.
The actual log is displayed and also the raw counts/h. This
allows one to follow the actual meteor activity as well as to
control interference situation.

power of the noise of each chunk only during signal
detection. A serial number is assigned to each signal
detection. Noise is indicated as the median of the distri-
bution of spectral power within the selected frequency
limits. Within noisy surroundings it can be used for
corrections. Time is taken from the system clock im-
mediately after a chunk is taken from the audio stream.
The log is displayed in real time in a window of Me-
teor Logger’s GUI (see Figure 3) and also on disc as
.csv file.

Against persistent interference an auto-notch algo-
rithm is implemented. It drastically reduces the power
at the frequency rated as interference before the signal
detection takes place, so a meteor signal detection is
possible despite the presence of interference. Determin-
ing a signal as interference is based on the persistence
of agglomerated 3f with a common pf. A common pf is
assumed if the standard deviation of an adjustable num-
ber of consecutive pfs (Meteor Logger’s auto-notch
speed option) drops below a predefined threshold. This
threshold can not be a fixed value because the standard
deviation depends on the range of frequencies chosen as
analysis bandwidth. Three quadratic equations with
different coefficients for three degrees of responsivity
(Meteor Logger’s auto-notch responsivity option)
are adopted to determine the threshold as a function
of the analysis bandwidth. If the condition is fulfilled,
the pf will be regarded as interference and its power will
be reduced.

4 Results

The logging session of Meteor Logger presented here
shall only demonstrate its capabilities and also its short-

comings. It took place from 2017 May 20, 15h00m local
time CEST (CEST = UTC + 2h) to May 21, 14h59m.
It was performed with robust mode, auto-notch speed
slow, auto-notch responsivity high and frequency limits
set to 400 and 2900 Hz respectively. The graph of the
registered frequencies gives an overview of the session
(see Figure 4). Each dot represents the peak-frequency
of one FFT of a detected signal. The largest number of
dots originate from meteor trails exhibiting only small
Doppler shift by high winds. They are centered around
1195 Hz. Zooming into the data to a deep fading over-
dense meteor (see Figure 5) shows that Meteor Log-
ger registers this single meteor event as three separate
signals. So for extracting hourly count rates, a time
lapse must be defined and applied to conflate such sig-
nals. This is also true for determining the duration of
the meteors.

Figure 4 also exhibits some impressive Doppler-
shifted head echoes. Zooming into the data of such a
meteor results in Figure 6. Graph (A) displays the de-
volution of frequency and graph (B) exhibits the power
profile as signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the selected me-
teor. SNR is given in decibels, a logarithmic measure
that is ideal for depicting the very high dynamic range
of the meteor signal. The power profile has a high spec-
tral purity with a bandwidth of 23.4 Hz.

There are at least a couple of non-meteor signal reg-
istrations present (false positives). The most evident
are marked with an ellipse in Figure 4. They have dif-
ferent origins. Some are simply detection errors as de-
scribed above. The very elongated ellipses mark satel-
lite passes and an aircraft transit. The intermittent
structure of these signals is based on how GRAVES is
operated (somewhat like a lighthouse with four rotating
beams, see http://dk5ec.de/Graves-Echo-english.pdf).
Most false positives have their origin in man-made noise:
during the logging session the waterfall spectrogram of
SDR# showed drifting noise bands of irregular shape
and pulsating harmonics with a bandwidth of 1–2 kHz.
However broadband noise (ignition sparks, lightning)
and interference lines with a bandwidth less than 25 Hz
did not affect Meteor Logger. Table 1 gives a quan-
titative overview. Most false positives can be identified
on the basis of their frequency and power, but some
false positives come with a frequency close to the fre-
quencies of the meteor trails and a similar power. These
remain unidentified. In the case of false positives hav-
ing an equal frequency distribution over the bandwidth
their number can easily be estimated: The ratio of the
frequency segment around the frequencies of the meteor
trails to the bandwidth reveals the fraction of uniden-
tified false positives. Its multiplication with the total
number of identified false positives results in the num-
ber of unidentified false positives.

Interference has to be removed prior to obtain the
correct hourly count rate. Fading signals must be con-
flated and for purpose of standardisation an amplitude
threshold has to be applied. The result (here without
applying an amplitude threshold) is shown in Figure 7.
Starting with declining count rates a minimum of about
20 counts/h is reached at 19h CEST. From then on the
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Table 1 – Signal identification of the 24 h logging session. The identification of false positives bases on frequency and
power. Some false positives may have the a frequency close to the frequencies of meteor trails and a similar power and
thus remain unidentified. They are estimated assuming an equal frequency distribution of the false positives. Thereby
five times the frequency resolution is considered the relevant frequency segment (see text for calculation).

Identified Estimated Meteor
false positives false positives signals

Detection errors 15

Man-made interference incl.
91

aircraft- and satellite-transits

Total 106 5 1388

hourly count rates are rising slowly to gain about 70
counts/h between 04h and 08h. An outstanding maxi-
mum is seen from 09h to 10h CEST. This may be as-
signed to the meteoroids of the o-Cetids (293 DCE).
This shower was predicted to have a peak at 2017 May
20, 09h UTC (Rendtel, 2016).

Auto notch works fine with a persistent interference
of small bandwidth (see Figure 8). However Auto-notch
cannot cope with intermittent interference.

5 Discussion

Comparing Meteor Logger to Spectrum Lab, al-
most the same hourly count rates can be found after
processing the raw data of each session appropriately.
This is a strong indication for the proper working of
Meteor Logger. Selecting the sensitive mode of Me-
teor Logger an even enhanced responsivity can be
achieved at the expense of a higher susceptibility to
interference and erroneous registrations due to noise.
The specified parameters of sample rate, temporal and
frequency resolution together with the algorithm for de-

tecting signals are well equipped to deliver reliable re-
sults at least in relation to GRAVES radar.

Because of the applied 3f-method, noise is a major
theme to Meteor Logger. As long as noise is broad-
band, Meteor Logger is immune against it. The
smaller the frequency distribution of noise becomes, i.e.
the more the noise becomes the character of a signal,
the more erroneous registrations will occur. Thereby
strong interference blocks any registration of weaker
signals. At least at an interference bandwidth of less
than 100 Hz auto-notch will become effective. An even
more narrow bandwidth of interference (less than 25 Hz)
will be ignored by Meteor Logger because such a
small bandwidth cannot agglomerate the 3f (see above).
This behavior is different to threshold-based detection
systems which respond equally to any interference by
adding the power of interference and signal. In this log-
ging session 106 false positives could be identified and
removed. An uncertainty of 5 false positives is assumed
(Table 1) provided the false positives have an equal fre-
quency distribution. If these are pooled in a small time
span particularly the hourly count rate will be biased.

Figure 4 – A frequency vs. time plot of a 24 h logging session. Each dot represents the frequency with the highest power of
a FFT being part of a detected signal. Bandwidth is set to 400 – 2900 Hz. Signals evoked by different types of interference
are encircled with red ovals. Most dots belong to meteor trails and some nice head echoes can also be seen.
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Signal 1 Signal 2 Signal 3

One deep fading overdense meteor

Figure 5 – Zooming into the graph of Figure 4 reveals an overdense meteor trail with deep fading resulting from interference
due to secondary reflection points caused by wind shear. Multiple moving reflection points can appear on a trail that is
distorted by strong winds in the upper atmosphere (Rendtel & Arlt, 2015). Deep fading causes the detecting algorithm of
Meteor Logger to count it as three independent signals.
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Figure 6 – (A) A deep zoom into the graph of Figure 4 outcrops a complete meteor registration with head echo as well
trail reflection. (B) shows the power profile of this meteor as signal to noise ratio to properly depict the huge dynamic
range.

Auto-notch works well in the test but it cannot dis-
tinguish between persistent interference and long last-
ing meteor signals. After a certain amount of FFTs
with a continuous signal present it starts notching this
signal. Therefore a long lasting meteor signal can be
truncated. To avoid this the auto-notch speed must be
adjusted to the awaited duration of incoming meteor
signals or even switched off. An intermittent interfer-
ence will not trigger the auto-notch function.

The recorded raw data allow for processing to get
a corrected and standardised output. Irregularities can
be identified and excluded. A software allowing viewing
and zooming into the data as well as processing them is
in development by the author. Meanwhile a spreadsheet
program will do the job.

The precision of timing is mainly an issue of the
long-term accuracy of the system clock. Multitasking
will also bias the readout of time to a degree that de-

User
Textfeld
METEOR LOGGER to count it as three independent signals.
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Figure 7 – Hourly count rates after removing identified in-
terference (see Table 1) and conflate distinct signals (see
Figure 5). Time is given as CEST. A diurnal variation can
be seen as well as a peak at 09h–10h that could be assigned
to the o-Cetids.

pends on the computer hardware. If using a SDR the
time delay of processing by the SDR-software must be
taken into account further. Also Python is an inter-
preter language. To speed up, the Python script can be
transformed in a Cython module.

6 Conclusion

Meteor Logger detects and logs meteor signals with
a high frequency and temporal resolution. The detailed
log of time, frequency and power of the detected signals
allow for a later processing of the recorded events. Inter-
ference can be identified and removed. A detailed study
of single meteor signals can be performed. Overall mea-
sures like hourly count rates or logarithmic cumulative
amplitude or duration distributions can be extracted in
a standardised way.

Slice-Number

Figure 8 – Image of the diagnostic screen of Meteor Logger showing the distribution of the three frequencies with
the highest power (3f) within the selected bandwidth 0 – 3000 Hz of each FFT. An interfering signal is present at about
900 Hz. Auto-notch is activated and starts to eliminate the signal (marked by an arrow).

Meteor Logger delivers reliable results fully com-
parable to Spectrum Lab software running an action
script for meteor detection.

Meteor Logger reacts differently to interference
than threshold-based systems do. It proved to be widely
immune against broad-band (white) noise as well as in-
terference lines with a very small bandwidth (< 25 Hz).
Otherwise, strong interference blocks the registration of
weaker signals completely. However an auto-notch func-
tion allows for registering weak signals at least at the
presence of persistent interference occupying a band-
width less than 100 Hz.

The raw data as well as the raw number of counts
of the actual hour are displayed on-screen immediately
after each detection of a signal.

Meteor Logger requires a continuous wave trans-
mitter to work properly. Any multi-frequency transmis-
sions like FM or digital modes will not operate.
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